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Future Events 

DATE EVENT DETAILS 

June 2018  

THURSDAY 7 
 

 

DINEAMICS LADIES LUNCH. 
Winter is here and what better place to meet again for our second lunch than on the Harbour's edge at Circular Quay inside historic 
Customs House. 
 
Plenty of trains, ferries and buses to get you there. 

                   BOOKINGS HAVE CLOSED BUT WHY NOT TRY AS THERE MIGHT BE A CANCELLATION TODAY  

Please see attached flyer for all details. 
 

Enquiries and RSVP:  jeanneeve@gmail.com by June 1st.  
 

FRIDAY 8 TO MONDAY 11 
 

CANCELLED 

SMART REGISTER WEEKEND AROUND COWRA  
Cancelled due to small number of participants. 
 
WE WILL BE RUNNING A TRIP TO THE JERILDERIE AND ECHUCA AREA LATE OCTOBER TO EARLY NOVEMBER – DETAILS IN THE NEXT 
ISSUE OF PREACLARUM. 
 

WEDNESDAY 20 

 

GENERAL MEETING  

Meeting at 8pm. Meet to eat from 6.30pm. 

 

BARNWELL PARK GOLF CLUB, FIVE DOCK. 

 

http://www.nsw.rroc.org.au/
https://www.facebook.com/RollsRoyceOwnersClubNSW/
mailto:jeanneeve@gmail.com


July 2018  

SUNDAY 1 

 
 

BDC CHRISTMAS IN JULY 
 

SEE THE FLYER A LITTLE FURTHER ON 

SATURDAY 14 JULY  
 
 

 

HUNTER REGION ALL BRITISH DAY   AT THE OLD SITE ON THE WATERFRONT. 

• Venue | Foreshore Park, Newcastle 

• Organisers | Jaguar Drivers Club Hunter Region 

• Time | 10 am to 4 pm 

• Download | Hunter Region All British Day 2018 Flyer PDF 
 

Judith Merlin will co-ordinate our involvement.   jbeaufoymerlin@gmail.com 

 

WEDNESDAY 18 

 

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING FOLLOWED BY GENERAL MEETING  

 

Meeting at 8pm. Meet to eat from 6.30pm. 

BARNWELL PARK GOLF CLUB, FIVE DOCK. 

 

August 2018  

SATURDAY 25 

 

LONG RUN IX 
 
The next Long Run will be to our historic Hunter Valley region, starting in Hornsby at 9:30am, along the scenic Old Pacific 
Highway, out through Kulnura and Buckety stopping for lunch at Mulla Villa, located just minutes south of the historic Wollombi 
village.  
 
There will also be a run from Newcastle down if there are any takers.   
 
This is a ticketed event.  Adults $35pp & children $14pp for a 2 course luncheon.  There are limited places for this event. 
 
Enquiries to shaygillings@gmail.com 

 
 

https://www.roverownersclub.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/Hunter-Region-All-British-Day-2018-Flyer-PDF.pdf
jbeaufoymerlin@gmail.com
mailto:shaygillings@gmail.com


  
 



 

► NEED A BIGGER ENGINE? 
 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/AsKjPwRaA5Q 
 

 
Wednesday October 24th Plonk, on Fergusons Marina, Spit Bridge 

http://plonkcafe.com.au/ 

                              Enquiries: jeanneeve@gmail.com 

► WANT TO DISPLAY YOUR CAR AND HAVE A VIP NIGHT OUT? 

Lucy Hardaker contacted us via our website and asked the following: 

I’m contacting you from Beyond Cinema - we run some of the biggest immersive cinema events across Australia. On August 19th we are holding an 
immersive screening of The Great Gatsby at the wonderful Curzon Hall Castle in Marsfield. We are after 1 or 2 cars for display in the driveway for the evening 
that fit the theme and was wondering if we could perhaps make an arrangement to display your wonderful vehicles? Let me know your thoughts and we can 
gladly offer you some VIP tickets on us to enjoy the event whilst your car is looked after by our team. 

The date range we would be looking for would be anything in the 1920s to early 1930s (1933). Around 2-3 cars would be ideal. 
If anyone sparks interest I would love to hear from them directly, so you are more than welcome to pass on my email. 
 

lucy.kate@optusnet.com.au 
 

Click on the following link for a quick look at the trailer of the film.  https://youtu.be/KKayNfTaljk 
 

If this interests you please contact Lucy Hardaker direct. Any arrangement is between you and Ms Hardaker and does not involve the RROCA-NSW 

 
 

 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/AsKjPwRaA5Q
http://plonkcafe.com.au/
mailto:Enquiries:%20jeanneeve@gmail.com
lucy.kate@optusnet.com.au
https://youtu.be/KKayNfTaljk


►LONG RUN IX.  Saturday 25 August, 2018 
 
The next Long Run will be to our historic Hunter Valley region, starting in Hornsby at 9:30am, along the scenic Old Pacific Highway, out through Kulnura and 
Buckety stopping for lunch at Mulla Villa, located just minutes south of the historic Wollombi village.  
 
There will also be a run from Newcastle down if there are any takers.   
 
This is a ticketed event.  Adults $35pp & children $14pp for a 2 course luncheon.  There are limited places for this event. 
 
Enquiries to shaygillings@gmail.com. 

 
 
 

Where did the name come from? We are not sure for 
certain but it has two possible origins.  
 
Mulla might be an aboriginal word. Or the name might 
be of Irish origin. Eliza Dunlop the wife of the first 
owner of Mulla Villa was from Ireland and there is a 
village called Mullagh.  
 
Mulla Villa was constructed by convict labour in 1840.  
If you see a piece of sandstone, look at the pick  
marks in the stone crafted by the convicts. 

HISTORIC ITEMS OF INTEREST FOR MULLA VILLA WALKING TOUR 
Spot the 1830’s settlers fireplace in the restaurant area. This was the original settler kitchen.  
Try and spot the two horse and carriage wheels used to construct the fireplace. They are located below the sandstone wall at the top of the fireplace.  
 
Solitary confinement holding cell -adjacent to south convict holding cell. 
. 
Great North Road: 
Located north of the car park is the remains of the sandstone Great North Road. 
 

mailto:shaygillings@gmail.com


Convict built well 
Notice the wood in the four side of the well. Natural spring fed well. The Great North Road went somewhere near the well. Well was used to give water for the 
horses to drink. 
 
Convict holding cells, go clockwise around and under house:  
North convict holding cell.  

This where convicts slept at night. Spot the meat safe (not around in convict times), plough, ball and chain, hand pump and telecommunications 
equipment. 

South convict holding cell.  
Notice the hessian in the roof. In convict times hessian and saw dust were used to stop the noise of the convicts affecting the Dunlop family that lived 
above them. Spot the rings in the walls 

 
► A COUPLE OF INTERESTING ITEMS FOR SALE 
 
 
REAR BUMPER FOR A SILVER DAWN  

 
Wishing to sell 1 rear bumper for 1955 rolls Royce Silver Dawn – This bumper 
bay is in excellent condition and was a spare for my father’s car. Bar is 
located in Sydney NSW. 
 
$1000or best offer. 
 
Contact Michael on 0428 044 605  

 

 
 

This is not the actual bumper bar but will serve to indicate what is on offer. 

 
 
 
 

A PAIR OF NSW NUMBER PLATES JUST PERFECT FOR YOUR BENTLEY S3 
 
 

 
 

CURRENTLY WITHDRAWN FROM SALE

Any arrangements to purchase either of these items is between the purchaser and the seller and does not involve the RROCA. These items are shown for your interest. 

 



► WILL THE NEXT FLYING SPUR BE BENTLEY’S LAST GAS BURNER? 

Slated for 2019, the Flying Spur comes just before sweeping electrification  

It looks like the upcoming Bentley Flying Spur sedan could be the last 
gasoline-only Bentley to leave the company’s factory. According to Autocar, 
the next Flying Spur is slated for a 2019 release date, which means it’ll see 

roads right before Bentley plans to reinvent its cars with an electric twist. 

Bentley's electrification plans will likely start with a full range of hybrid 
models, like we saw earlier this year with the Bentley Bentayga hybrid, but 
Bentley is also apparently eyeing the Porsche Mission E’s J1 platform. 
According to Autocar, the J1 platform could spark another Bentley nameplate 
that splits the size difference between a Porsche 911 and Panamera. Autocar 
also speculates that the Mulsanne could get completely reimagined -- 
possibly with a new name. 

 

 

About the upcoming Flying Spur: We imagine it’ll offer similar powertrains as 
the currently available model, which means you should still be able to grab a 
new W12-powered Bentley to show up your neighbour’s new Rolls Royce. As 
for how it’ll look -- well, Autocar says the Flying Spur will be a diversion 

from Bentley’s Continental styling. 

The new Flying Spur is supposed to make an appearance later this year to 
show just how far removed from the Continental’s features it will be, but until 
then, you can head over to Autocar to check out some of the new Flying 

Spur’s spy shots. 

Wesley Wren  is an Associate Editor at Autoweek 

 

Read more: http://autoweek.com/article/rumormill/will-next-bentley-flying-spur-be-bentleys-last-gas-burner#ixzz5Ebke703p 
 

http://autoweek.com/vehicles/Bentley/Flying-Spur
https://www.autocar.co.uk/car-news/new-cars/new-bentley-flying-spur-due-2019-more-distinctive-design
http://autoweek.com/article/geneva-motor-show/2019-bentley-bentayga-hybrid-goes-green-geneva
http://autoweek.com/article/geneva-motor-show/porsche-mission-e-cross-turismo-previews-future-very-quick-lifted-electric
http://autoweek.com/vehicles/Porsche/911
http://autoweek.com/vehicles/Porsche/Panamera
http://autoweek.com/vehicles/Bentley/Mulsanne
http://autoweek.com/vehicles/Rolls-Royce
http://autoweek.com/vehicles/Bentley/Continental
https://www.autocar.co.uk/car-news/new-cars/new-bentley-flying-spur-due-2019-more-distinctive-design
http://autoweek.com/authors/wesley-wren
http://autoweek.com/article/rumormill/will-next-bentley-flying-spur-be-bentleys-last-gas-burner#ixzz5Ebke703p


 

 
Dear Members, 

On behalf of the SHRF, the Phantom V says ' thank you' to Club members who attended the recent NSW Commemoration Run and Lunch event. The $525 

raised from the raffle and auction was a lovely surprise and much appreciated and certainly helps this ex vice-regal  historic vehicle stay on the road. It brings 

pleasure to those who see it and wish to learn more.  

The SHRF particularly thanks Norah and Rex Vincent (organisers), Bob Adby for the successful auction bid and to Ken Swinbourne for returning his prize for 

the auction. 

If any wishes to learn more about this cultural and motoring icon which is under the custodianship of the RROCA-NSW for its conservation, you can learn 

more within these websites; 

www.rroc.org.au under Library Online and 'Epic Journeys'. 

www.nsw.rroc.org.au under Gallery and 'Foundation Phantom' 

www.henryroycefoundation.com under Collections and 'Car Collection'. 

The Phantom V will be at the All British Day, NSW Concours/Display Day and  more. 

Jeanne Eve and Brian Crump - Trustees SHRF. 

 

► 2018 ROLLS ROYCE PHANTOM FULL REVIEW AND ROAD TEST 

 

https://youtu.be/Qpqc3v_CGfI      (30 minute video) 

 
https://youtu.be/InPnrAa2UD0    (3 minute video) 

 
 

http://www.rroc.org.au/
http://www.nsw.rroc.org.au/
http://www.henryroycefoundation.com/
https://youtu.be/Qpqc3v_CGfI
https://youtu.be/InPnrAa2UD0


 
 

THE  ROYAL  WEDDING  WAS  ON  THE  SAME  WEEKEND  AS  OUR  DRIVE  DAY. 
 

BOB BINNING RECOGNISED THE IMPORTANCE OF BOTH EVENTS AND WROTE THE FOLLOWING STORY. 
 

LISTEN-UP Y’ALL 

The sky over Royal Windsor was a stunning blue. There was not a trace of cloud from horizon to horizon. A waiting Regal Rolls Royce glowed in the brilliant sunshine.  

Over here, at Peats Ridge, on the same weekend, we had a similar blue sky – cloudless as far as the eye could see. And, we also had a Regal Rolls Royce. 

It seemed the whole world was in a happy mood. 

At the Corrugated Café’s brunch table the main topic of conversation was, of course, the Royal Wedding and Bishop Curry’s fiery ‘love-lost’ sermon. With opinions expressed and 

having got all that sorted, and appetites satisfied, it was time for the important business of driving, being driven or both. 

About thirty-seven cars arrived during the day, ranging from the perfectly restored classic examples to the very latest, and a sprinkling of welcomed ‘visitors’. Apart from the 

Phantom V there were some Bentley MKVI’s, a perfect 1932 Royce 20/20, a golden Corniche, a 1947 Silver Wraith, Shadows and Spirits and their Bentley offspring, and more. The 

‘visitors’ included Mercedes, a Rover P5B Coupe, a Porsche, a Range Rover, a Daimler with a Union Jack waving from its mast-head, and even a Peugeot. In keeping with the Anglo-

American accord at Windsor we also had a Mustang, two Cadillacs, and a showroom-condition 1979 Lincoln Continental. 

The joy rides were very busy all day. Cars were departing and arriving at the parking area at a rate that almost required a control tower. The Phantom V was especially popular, as 

always. Brian Crump and Michael Jeanes did all the driving and there were plenty of Royal waves from the rear seat. At last John Elmes closed the bonnet of his brilliant-red XK140 

so that photographs could be taken, and the lucky ones among us could be driven to the corner and back. Bruce Duncan was doing a roaring trade in his ‘Gladys’ Bentley. Rumour 

had it that he charged unknowing passengers $20 a head. He vehemently denied it, saying, “It was nowhere near that amount!” 

Mid-afternoon saw the refreshment venue changed to the ‘Barn’ for teas and late lunches – except for Steve McDonald who was without camera on this occasion. He was last seen 

under a Panama and soaking the sun back at the Corrugated Café verandah. 

By three o’clock shadows were stretching across the road and the cars were thinning out. In the manner of Harry and Meghan driving away in their E-Type, our group also ‘made 

tracks’ at the end of another successful ‘Peats Ridge’ day.   Until next time, y’all! 

          



► ROLLS-ROYCE CULLINAN - THE FINAL CHALLENGE - RIVER VIEWPOINT 

 
 
 

https://youtu.be/JKhns0WVbKQ 
 

►HERE’S THE NEW 2019 ROLLS-ROYCE CULLINAN 

 

https://youtu.be/JKhns0WVbKQ


It's nothing less than the Rolls-Royce of SUVs 

After three years of rumours and spy shots, Rolls-Royce is showing the Cullinan, a car the automaker calls “the most anticipated car 
of 2018 and, quite possibly, the most anticipated Rolls-Royce of all time.” 

 
 

 

Whoa. Big talk for an SUV. 

The Cullinan is named after the largest diamond ever discovered. It was 
found in 1905. Today the British royal family owns it. Surely they’ll have Rolls’ 

new SUV namesake, too -- a few in fact.  

What are they getting besides “most anticipated” this and that? According to 
the company, the Cullinan is the most practical Rolls ever. It has been “tested 
to destruction” in the Arctic, the Sahara, Death Valley and so on, and it's the 
most technologically advanced luxury SUV in the world. Most fun to drive, 
too, says Rolls.  

That’s a lot of “mosts.” It’s certainly among the most powerful, with Rolls’ 
6.75-liter twin-turbo V12 cranking out 563 hp and sending 627 lb-ft to the new 

all-wheel-drive, all-wheel-steer system. 

 

http://autoweek.com/article/luxury/rolls-royce-cullinan-edges-closer-production-debut
http://autoweek.com/article/luxury/cullinan-whats-behind-name-rolls-royces-new-suv


 
 

 

We haven’t seen one in person yet, but word on the street is the imposing-
looking Cullinan measures a whopping 17-plus feet long (at least a half-foot 
longer than a Bentley Bentayga and 2 feet shorter than a Phantom) and is 6 
feet 2 inches tall. Blimey. The company calls the size “proper Rolls-Royce 

proportions.”  

The SUV is the second Rolls, after the Phantom, to use the firm’s new 
scalable aluminium architecture. All future models are going to use it. The 
automaker promises the SUV can more than hold its own off-road, as if 
buyers are going to care. The air suspension (double-wishbone front, five-link 
rear) gets larger air struts to make the toughest terrain feel cushy, while the 
electronically controlled shocks’ air compression system pushes down any 
wheel it detects losing traction. Additionally, the driveshafts are strengthened 
and the V12 has been tuned to offer the 627 lb-ft at a low 1,600 rpm. It’s all 
controlled for maximum off-the-pavement serenity with a push of the 
“Everywhere” button. 

The interior has digital instruments and a thicker, smaller steering wheel than, 
say, a Phantom. The centre screen is touch sensitive (a Rolls first) and there 
is night vision, a panoramic-view camera, active cruise control and head-up 
display. Naturally, the front buckets are heated and cooled and a glass 
partition isolates the passenger cabin from the luggage compartment, making 
for what Rolls says is “class-leading silence within the cabin.” Oh, and the 
tailgate lowers to reveal the “rear-seat viewing suite,” two leather-lined seats 
and a small table. 

Being a Rolls Royce, naturally the Cullinan offers nearly every kind of 
bespoke feature you could imagine, including your choice of a folding rear 
bench seat or folding buckets (the latter separated by a centre console/drinks 
cabinet with – of course -- Rolls-Royce whisky glasses and decanter, 
champagne flutes and refrigerator). 

Rolls officials say they realize the SUV market they’re about to enter is cut 
throat, and think they have the car to attract a new, younger buyer to the 
company. Rolls is showing potential customers its new SUV in “closed-room” 
events starting this summer and is expected to publically unveil the SUV in 
late summer. Sales start near the end of the year with deliveries beginning in 
2019.  

Prices haven’t been announced, but if you have to ask... 
Read more: http://autoweek.com/article/car-news/heres-new-

cullinan#ixzz5F8XQRkIl 

http://autoweek.com/article/car-news/heres-new-cullinan#ixzz5F8XQRkIl
http://autoweek.com/article/car-news/heres-new-cullinan#ixzz5F8XQRkIl


And more on the Cullinan SUV 

 
Rolls-Royce has unveiled at the first SUV in its 114-year history at a VIP 
event held in London’s Mayfair, the Cullinan. 

Named after the largest diamond ever discovered, the Rolls-Royce Cullinan is 
set to arrive in Australia in late 2018, early 2019, with pricing expected to 
begin at around $800,000. 

That means Rolls-Royce first-ever super luxurious SUV will be positioned 
above the current Rolls-Royce Ghost but below the flagship Phantom VIII 
limousine and be priced almost double the range-topping Bentley Bentayga. 

Originally, it was rumoured the Rolls-Royce would be co-developed alongside 
the equally large BMW X7. The reality is the Cullinan is heavily based on the 
Phantom and shares the Rolls-Royce flagship’s full aluminium space-frame 
construction. 

 

 Any weight-saving the full alloy construction yields, in comparison to the 
BMW, will likely be wiped out by the Cullinan’s imposing dimensions and 
equipment levels. 

Measuring in at 5341mm long, 2164mm wide and towering 1835mm, the 
Cullinan is imposing as well as longer, wider and taller than all its opposition. 

It is around 420mm shorter than the Phantom. 

Ahead of its official unveiling, motoring.com.au was granted early access to a 
late-stage Cullinan prototype in a North London studio. 

https://motoring.pxcrush.net/motoring/general/editorial/rolls-royce_cullinan-mr-16.jpg?width=1024
https://www.motoring.com.au/rolls-royce/ghost/
https://www.motoring.com.au/rolls-royce-phantom-arrives-in-australia-109029/
https://www.motoring.com.au/rolls-royce-phantom-arrives-in-australia-109029/
https://www.motoring.com.au/bmw-x7-2018-preview-112438/
https://motoring.pxcrush.net/motoring/general/editorial/rolls-royce_cullinan-mr-11.jpg?width=1024


 

In the flesh, like the Phantom, bold rather than beautiful describes the Rolls-
Royce Cullinan SUV. Its best angle is viewed either straight on, or front three-
quarter where it looks most imposing and, even, well proportioned. Its worst, 
from side-on, where the unusual ‘almost-three-box’ design makes it look 
ungainly. 

According to its Rolls-Royce design boss, Giles Taylor, the Cullinan’s styling 
is deliberately provocative. 

“We knew we had to offer our clients what they couldn’t find out there in the 
SUV market”, says Taylor, adding: “Our customers do not accept limitations 
or compromises in their lives.” 

The ‘compromises’ of which Taylor speaks are those claimed to be 
associated with a typical ‘two-box’ SUV design that allows too much noise to 
penetrate into the cabin. 

The traditional approach to designing an SUV was also damned by the British 
designer as being too “bland” for a Rolls-Royce. 

Inside, the Rolls-Royce Cullinan picks up where the wonderful Phantom left 
off. Although the latest Rolls ditches the limo’s ‘gallery’ fascia, few could fault 
the peerless quality and tasteful mix of wood, leather and metal. 

 

New for the Rolls-Royce Cullinan, is a touchscreen infotainment system that 
helps slash the button count, cutting clutter and providing a simple, clean 
cockpit design. 

Other tech creeping into the latest Rolls-Royce includes a four-camera 
system that helps boost all-round visibility with its ‘helicopter’ view. There’s 
now the option of night vision and vision assist that can help the driver identify 
both pedestrians and wildlife in low level light conditions. There’s also 

wireless charging for phones and up to five USB chargers. 

https://motoring.pxcrush.net/motoring/general/editorial/rolls-royce_cullinan-mr-14.jpg?width=1024
https://motoring.pxcrush.net/motoring/general/editorial/rolls-royce_cullinan-mr-interior-2.jpg?width=1024


Created with families in mind, rear occupants bathe in the luxurious 
surroundings and benefit from, what the British car-maker calls, Pavilion 
Seating, that sits those in the back seats higher than those in the front. 

A bench rear seat row is standard that is capable of folding flat. Boot space is 
generous, around 555 litres seats up with parcel shelf in place. Seats folded, 
luggage capacity swells to 1930 litres with a longer load length than a Volvo 
V90. 

For those who don’t have to cart the kids about, there’s the option of two 
individual rear seats that conveniently come with a centre drinks cabinet and 
chiller. 

Another option for those living in hot climates is a full glass partition that 
separates the passenger compartment from the boot space and enables the 
rear tailgate to be opened without impacting the occupants. 

 

Capitalising on that large boot-space are two options created for its more 
active customers. 

The first is the Cullinan Viewing Suite, that adds two rear-facing rear that fold 
out to help spectate sporting events, like horse racing. 

 

The second is something called the Recreation Module that involves an on-
board cabinet specially created for those who enjoy fly fishing, photography, 
rock climbing, snowboarding, skiing, paragliding or whatever lifestyle activity 
is assisted by the addition of a large cabinet with electric drawers. 

Under the bonnet of the Rolls-Royce Cullinan is the same twin-turbo 6.75-litre 
V12 that was introduced with the Phantom VIII, although in the new SUV it 
produces less torque, but fractional more power. The headline figures are 
420kW and 850Nm, that’s 1kW more, but 50Nm less than the flagship limo. 

Rolls-Royce says its first SUV is limited to 250km/h but hasn’t announced 
how quick the Cullinan is to 100km/h. Thanks to its all-wheel drive and all that 

torque, a sub-5.0sec sprint is likely. 

Weighing in at 2660kg (100kg more than the Phantom), the Cullinan is a real 
heavyweight, reflected in is 15L/100km thirst and its hefty 341g/km of CO2 
emissions. 

There’s no word on whether Rolls-Royce has plans for a pure-electric version, 
or even a plug-in hybrid but both are inevitable for markets like China where 
bans of both petrol and diesel vehicles are being considered. 

https://motoring.pxcrush.net/motoring/general/editorial/rolls-royce_cullinan_seat-3.jpg?width=1024
https://www.motoring.com.au/rolls-royce-cullinan-to-offer-fancy-tailgate-seats-111208/


 

Despite its huge size and weight, Rolls-Royce says the Cullinan is “incredibly 
capable off-road” and fun to drive on it. Like the Phantom, the SUV gets 
double wishbone upfront and a five-link rear axle at the rear plus agility-

boosting rear-steer. 

Featuring a thorough rethink of the firm’s existing air suspension (including 
larger chambers to provide more volume to cushion the blows of rough 
terrain), engineers claim the trademark Magic Carpet ride Rolls’ limousines 
are famed for, remains intact for its first SUV. 

Speaking of which, that suspension is now capable of making millions of 
calculations a second as it varies the dampers to smooth out the ride. 

Helping the system ‘see’ is the firm’s Flagbearer cameras that monitor the 
terrain ahead and adapt the suspension to suit at speeds up to 100km/h, 

however rough the conditions. Speaking of which, to prime the all-wheel drive 
system for off-road driving, drivers need only to stab the ‘Everywhere’ button. 

 

Claimed to be capable of wading through river at depth of up to 540mm, 
complex electronic and a beefed-up powertrain, plus a satellite aided eight-
speed ZF transmission all help the Cullinan cope with the toughest of terrains. 

Back on the road the Cullinan is more likely to spend most of its days in urban 
environments where its standard 22-inch rims will be more accustomed to 

kerb hopping than climbing mountains.  

Like the rest of the Rolls-Royce range the new British SUV can be 
customised to the owner’s heart’s content, with almost nothing off the table. 

Rolls-Royce has not announced how many Cullinan’s it plans to make, but its 

first SUV is almost certain to become its best-selling model. 

 
 

https://motoring.pxcrush.net/motoring/general/editorial/rolls-royce_cullinan-mr-1.jpg?width=1024
https://motoring.pxcrush.net/motoring/general/editorial/rolls-royce_cullinan-mr-interior-3.jpg?width=1024


► 2019 BENTLEY CONTINENTAL GT FIRST DRIVE REVIEW: WHY FLY WHEN YOU CAN DRIVE?  

Nothing rules the road quite like a big British grand tourer  

 
 

 
 
  

Whether you’re about to embark on a transcontinental tour or a grocery 
run, there’s something profoundly satisfying about first declaring: Let’s 
take the Bentley. 

Oddly, this works whether you actually own a Bentley. Try it! See? 

The Bentley (hypothetical or actual) that you’re now thinking about is very 
probably a Continental GT. A big part of that comes down to statistics; since 
its introduction in 2003, something approaching 70,000 of them have rolled 
out of the works at Crewe, making it far and away the most successful 
Bentley model of all time. And though we’re all going to be seeing a lot (in 
relative terms) of Bentaygas on the road from here on out, it is the Continental 
GT that, more than any other vehicle, redefined the British marque upon its 

introduction, launching it into the 21st century. 

The 2019 Continental GT is a totally new car. At a surface level, though, it 
looks very familiar: The proportions are classic, which is to say that they’re 
almost identical to those of the outgoing Continental GT, and the W12 -- a 
new, 66-pounds lighter unit now producing 626 hp and 664 lb-ft of torque -- 
still sports twin-turbochargers and displaces 6.0 litres. 

But there are deep changes beneath the deeply creased (superformed, in 
fact) aluminium skin. The new Continental GT is lighter, trimmer and now 
riding on a longer 112.2-inch wheelbase. The VW Phaeton-derived bones are 
gone; it is now built around brand-new architecture co-developed with that of 
the Porsche Panamera. 

Though the car is still all-wheel drive, it is no longer locked into a 40/60 
front/rear split: The new system defaults to rear-drive, doling power out to the 
front axles only when needed, and you can dial in a bit more rear bias by 
switching into sport mode, which further limits the amount of power sent 
forward. 

Gone is the old eight-speed automatic, now replaced by an eight-speed dual-
clutch transmission. DCT technology, Bentley says, has finally progressed to 
the point where such a gearbox is able to provide both adequate torque 
converter-like smoothness and reliably handle massive torque. 

http://autoweek.com/article/car-reviews/2017-bentley-continental-supersports-coupe-and-convertible-first-drive-review
http://autoweek.com/article/car-news/2019-bentley-continental-gt-revealed-horsepower-specifications-and-photos
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Superforming


Thanks to the light-weighting, the stop-start technology and the W12’s ability 
to shut down half of its cylinders while cruising, fuel economy is up a stated 
16 percent. Not that Continental GT owners are particularly eco-conscious 
(though there is surely a hybrid variant in the works); there’s a real logistical 
benefit here for prospective grand tourers. Thanks to its 24 U.S. gallon tank, 
you’ll be able to pull 500-mile stints before fuelling up -- although probing its 
207-mph top speed will cut that significantly. 

 
 

 

The 500-mile range means you’ll be spending plenty of time inside the 
Continental GT, making the interior as good a place as any to start the 
review. And with wood veneer sweeping from door to door and vintage-feeling 
textures everywhere, it’s a beauty. Industry-leading, even. From the available 
“diamond in diamond” quilted leather pattern on the door to knurled knobs, 
there’s endless detail -- including textured surfaces in many places you can’t 
see, like the back of the interior door handles. 

It’s rich, and clearly a showpiece for the capable craftsmen at Crewe, but not 
overdone. 

Still, the Continental GT is not where you want to go if you demand cutting-
edge tech. Compared to the last model, which was hobbled by an ancient 
electrical architecture (VW Phaeton bones, remember), the new car feels 
shockingly modern; in reality, features like a head-up display, adaptive cruise 
control and a modern infotainment system put it on par with, but not ahead of, 
the competition. 

The single best onboard technology feature is the hideaway central screen: At 
the press of a button, it flips around like James Bond’s license plate to reveal 
a set of three analogue gauges (temperature, a compass and a clock -- all 
redundant, but still a nice touch). Power the car down and it rotates yet again 
to a blank panel. The panel gaps are tiny; the veneer matches perfectly. The 
overall impression is that technology is here to serve you when you need it, 
not dominate your field of vision when you’d rather pay attention to the world 
around you. Expect no less from Bentley. 

On the other hand, the most pleasant surprise is, hands down, the powertrain. 
The eight-speed dual-clutch is at first glance a puzzling choice for a hushed 
grand tourer. Sure, other automakers have promised smooth dual-clutch 
operation in the past, but there have always been moments that caught even 
the best systems off-guard -- a clunky downshift, or uncertainty at crawling 
speeds. 

Not here. This box is downright silky in auto or manual modes. Work your way 
up and down the gears while maintaining a constant speed and ask your 
passenger to shout when you’ve shifted. Odds are, they won’t be able to tell. 
It’s a perfect match for the W12 and its seemingly bottomless well of low-end 
torque. 

http://autoweek.com/article/geneva-motor-show/2019-bentley-bentayga-hybrid-goes-green-geneva


 

Prime mover: The 6.0-liter twin-turbocharged W12 serves up seemingly 
endless torque.  

Speaking of, I’ve always struggled a bit with the W12; some buyers 
undoubtedly need an even dozen cylinders and the corresponding prestige, 
but we all know the V8 Continental GTs are livelier. In this application, 
however, and paired with this DCT, it’s the most enjoyable W12 experience 
I’ve had to date. I’m starting to see the appeal … 

The motor isn’t vocal; even when winding it up and working through the 
gears, it’s more of a distant rumble than an assertive bark -- which is what 
you’d want in this application. But that torque! The first time you hit the 
throttle, you’ll be catapulted forward with what feels almost like electric-motor 
twist and smoothness -- 664 lb-ft of torque will do that for you. And it just 
doesn’t fall off. If it serves no other purpose, the head-up display is a great 
reminder that you’re probably rocketing down the road at some super legal 
speed without realizing it. Getting sucked toward the horizon at an ever-
increasing rate is just too easy, too drama-free. 

Of course, that W12 is plopped down right on top of the front wheels; this is 
certainly not a front-midengined car, unlike, for example, the Aston Martin 
DB11. Weight distribution is 55/45 (though Bentley does its best to address 
this by claiming that two adults up front plus a load of luggage in the back 

makes it more like 52/48), and due to the W12’s relatively light weight and 
compactness, the balance won’t improve when Bentley installs a V8 up there. 
As a workaround, Bentley offers up that new all-wheel-drive system, plus a 

torque vectoring-by-brake setup to help distribute power side to side. 

In any case, Bentley clearly isn’t worried about it: The drive route it chose to 
showcase its big new baby was a mini-grand tour starting in Kitzbühel, Austria 
(mountain roads), dipping into the northeast of Italy (narrower mountain 
roads, less predictable traffic, dour old men at street side cafes) and then 
jogging back over to Klagenfurt, Austria (a fair bit of expressway cruising). All 
in all, a very full and varied day of driving. 

The route takes us on the incredible Grossglockner High Alpine Road, a 
scenic pass created in the interwar period to attract tourists. Unique in the 
history of capital-intensive, tourist-oriented boondoggles, it 1. Was allegedly 
completed under budget and 2. Has proceeded to bring in even more tourists 
than expected. In addition to great driving, it offers stunning views of the Alps. 

Or so I’m told; I was met with clouds. To carry the posted speeds through its 
turns, 36 of ’em over about 30 miles, without eating up both lanes -- not 
advisable given the opposing traffic and Austria’s generally law-abiding 
sensibilities -- you’d probably want to be on a sport bike, and you’d probably 

end up scraping pegs more than a couple times. 

The Continental GT would not be anyone’s first choice of weapon for this 
road, but a job’s a job. The angriest woman in Austria waves me through the 
tollbooth as I point the Bentley up the mountain. 

Switchbacks look great in photos but, in the wrong car, quickly become a 
chore. The Continental GT handles Grossglockner’s endless hairpins with 
ease -- grace, even. The air suspension and body roll control system allow 
the appropriate degree of floatiness without setting you up for nausea-
inducing side-to-side undulations during cornering. If you really focus on it, 
you’ll tell yourself you can feel the brake-actuated torque vectoring biting in to 
help rip you around the tightest curves; if I hadn’t told you about it, you’d have 
never noticed. 

Yes, there is a lot going on under the skin of this car to make it move as 
confidently as it does, but like the concealable infotainment screen, it’s 

http://autoweek.com/article/car-reviews/drive-review-aston-martin-db11-v8
http://autoweek.com/article/car-reviews/drive-review-aston-martin-db11-v8
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiV2_b54IbbAhVDUt8KHbFpAtoQFggpMAA&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.grossglockner.at%2Fgg%2Fen%2Findex&usg=AOvVaw22kawKRfcYOvA5dYXfI8me


executed so seamlessly that during on-road driving it never intrudes on the 
overall experience. 

And here’s something refreshing: The Continental GT doesn’t masquerade as 
a sports car. Some vehicles (for example, the Audi A8) feel weirdly 
unsubstantial for their given footprint -- something that’s never been an issue 
for Bentleys.  

The new one tips the scales at just 4,947 pounds, but it feels appropriately 
weighty. If it’s a leather-trimmed bank vault on wheels, it’s a wieldy one. 
Steering feel is limited but precise, and thankfully not over boosted. The car 
doesn’t pretend to be small or light, not even in sport mode; instead, its mass-
made-fast proposition becomes a key part of its appeal. 

The expressway driving? Of course, it’s easy -- restorative, almost, especially 
once I find and activate the seat massagers -- but high-speed serenity is a 
given in a Bentley. If there’s one downside to sitting inside the Continental 
GT, it’s that you can’t appreciate how good it looks in motion.  

The exterior design isn’t quite as cohesive as that of the interior: There are a 
lot of interesting elements, from the dazzling cut-crystal inspired headlights to 
a more upright front fascia to side character lines that subtly recall the R-Type 
Continentals of the 1950s. But there are one or two curious, almost awkward 

angles on the car, as well. 

Yet it does, to fall into a car-writer cliché, truly look excellent going down the 
road; it has a real presence, the kind befitting of a car wearing the Flying B. 

In many respects, the new Continental GT represents a conservative play by 

Bentley:  

Though totally new and substantially improved when compared to the 
outgoing model, its formula remains the same right down to the displacement 
of the W12. If you need to be on the bleeding edge, this isn’t the car for you. 

Heck, Bentley probably isn’t the marque for you. 

FROM US EMAGAZINE Autoweek 

 

But this time around, Bentley wasn’t trying to reinvent the wheel -- or itself. 
The automaker’s mandate was simple, if not exactly modest: Design and 
build the ultimate grand tourer, one that does everything the outgoing car did 
and then some. The result is a car that feels classic even though it’s only just 
debuted (and if its predecessor is any indication, it’s got a good long run 

ahead of it). 

There’s a lot you can buy for the Continental GT’s starting price, including one 
very rakish Aston, but the Bentley has an on-road presence all its own and a 
hand-crafted interior to top them all. I wouldn’t hesitate to drive any distance 
in this car at a moment’s notice -- the highest praise I can think to give a big 
tourer. The only way to top it would be to get in the back of a chauffeur-driven 
ride, which defeats the whole purpose. 

Does anybody actually use grand tourers for anything other than commuting 
these days? Who knows. Maybe you, future 2019 Bentley Continental GT 
owner, could be the start of a revival. Maybe this is the car that makes you 
leave the private jet in the hangar, for once. 

Why fly? Let’s take the Bentley. 

http://autoweek.com/article/car-reviews/2014-audi-a8-l-tdi-review-notes-0


► EXPLORING ROLLS-ROYCE'S 'HIGH-SIDED VEHICLE' HISTORY 

 

 

Massive 'shooting brakes' have been a part of Rolls-Royce history for decades 

In rolling out the Cullinan, Rolls-Royce is studiously avoiding the term SUV. 
Or at least it had been for most of the model's development. The automaker 
steered clear of the suddenly plebeian term when it announced the model 
years ago, and had been nervously avoiding it even when releasing minimally 

camouflaged videos of the Cullinan in its future natural habitat: ripping 
through desert dunes, probably as part of a falconing trip. (Rolls-Royce knows 
what sports its buyers are into, and very few of them can be seen on ESPN's 
"SportsCenter"). 

http://autoweek.com/article/luxury/cullinan-whats-behind-name-rolls-royces-new-suv
http://autoweek.com/vehicles/rolls-royce


Rather, the Anglo-Germanic marque had been consistently calling the 
Cullinan a "high-sided vehicle," even though with the camo its profile is not 
that far from a Range Rover simply wearing a different grille. 

From Rolls-Royce's perspective, this makes a tiny bit of sense as most 
Cullinans will be city dwellers, shuttling their owners from guarded 
compounds just outside cities like London, Moscow, Shanghai and (insert 
your favourite emirate here). The "sport" part of a potential SUV label, then, 

would really depend on your definition of sport:  

Flouting traffic rules via a siren and strobe system, keeping a 2-yard distance 
from the bumper of an armoured SUV as part of a motorcade lest an 
attacking vehicle tries to separate it from its limo or finding two available 
parallel parking spots to park itself can certainly be sports. And in some 
countries they are sports.  

When it comes to the "utility" part of the SUV acronym, there is certainly as 
much utility on offer as on other large AWD things that aren't ashamed of the 
label, including the aforementioned Rangie. And it certainly is a vehicle. In 
fact, it will weigh as much as two or three vehicles. 

This whole "high-sided vehicle" label seems to stem from corporate parent 
BMW's similar insistence on the equally clumsy and forced-sounding SAV, or 
Sport Activity Vehicle, label it has assigned to its own range of X-badged cars 
for equally dubious reasons. 

But does Rolls-Royce already have a pedigree when it comes to so-called 
high-sided vehicles that may not really fit into the same mould as SUVs? 

 

More than one coachbuilder took on the task of turning a Rolls-Royce 

sedan into a shooting brake.  

 

Read more: http://autoweek.com/article/classic-cars/exploring-rolls-royces-

high-sided-vehicle-history#ixzz5F8cEkSYr 

 

 

 

 Photo by Autoweek 

It just so happens that we have seen several vintage Rolls-Royce cars that 

aren't sedans and are perhaps too big to be called wagons. 

Back in the day, when "sport" in Britain exclusively meant blasting birds with 
rifles that cost the same as a family car while wearing a tweed cap and 
Wellington rubber boots, wealthy car owners commissioned coachbuilders to 

create wagon versions of their luxury cars with wagon bodies. 

As Rolls-Royce cars of the day were really pickup truck-size to begin with, 
viewed through modern eyes, the resulting wagons were equally large. They 
were still classified as "estates," or "shooting brakes," but when it came to car 
size in 1950s Britain, they absolutely dwarfed just about everything else on 
the road that was not a "lorry" or a commercial van, which barely existed. 

Are these arguably high-sided vehicles the spiritual predecessors of the 
Cullinan? 

Rolls-Royce certainly has a history of letting coachbuilders go a little crazy for 
the sake of duck hunting via a luxury vehicle. Though, in recent decades it 
was usually the Bentley models that were converted into station wagons. 

http://autoweek.com/article/los-angeles-auto-show/land-rover-reveals-2018-range-rover-svautobiography-los-angeles-auto
http://autoweek.com/vehicles/bmw
http://autoweek.com/article/classic-cars/exploring-rolls-royces-high-sided-vehicle-history#ixzz5F8cEkSYr
http://autoweek.com/article/classic-cars/exploring-rolls-royces-high-sided-vehicle-history#ixzz5F8cEkSYr


They were also a lot smaller on the outside than the Clouds converted in the 
1950s. 

Even before the twin Cloud cars (please excuse than pun) shown above were 
built, other coachbuilders reworked Rolls-Royce cars into something high-
sided and woody-sided, like the 1932 20/35HP model seen below.  

This example made an appearance at Lime Rock Concours in 2011, when we 
had a chance to poke around its interior. You'll notice it has more of a Town & 
Country vibe to it due to the wood doors and sides, but it's still a rather large 
car for its day. 

 

Rolls-Royce shooting brakes date back to the early part of the 20th century. Photo by Autoweek 

Arguably the craziest part of this high-sided rabbit hole is that we can't be 
sure if Rolls-Royce has not made actual SUVs in its recent past. Because 
officially its former Vickers sister brand Bentley hasn't made SUVs either, yet 

there are grainy photos of Bentley Dominator SUVs from the 1990s that have 
been floating around magazines and internets for over a decade.  

And Bentley still does not acknowledge them and may not have given them 
official VINs. After all, if they're heading to country that is a monarchy and 
does not have such a requirement in the first place or if any requirement can 
be waived by a royal, then an automaker is free to create whatever it gets 
paid to build. 

So while Rolls-Royce's SUV roots remain blank or perhaps inconclusive, it 
does have a history of letting coachbuilders create high-sided vehicles that 
aren't sedans with a trunk, and that are perhaps closer in size to light trucks.  

This is the general direction in which Rolls-Royce feels comfortable taking the 
Cullinan, rather than embracing the SUV designation lest it "sink" to the level 
of Bentley and its grinning Bentayga, and at the very least there are some 
cars in its history that mix the amenities of a high-riding sedan with a wagon 
tail. 

Today, on the eve of the Cullinan's debut Rolls-Royce CEO Torsten Müller-
Ötvös did finally embrace the SUV designation for the Cullinan. 

"Tomorrow at noon, UK time, Rolls-Royce Motor Cars will reveal the world’s 
most anticipated SUV," the Rolls-Royce CEO said. "Cullinan began over four 
years ago as an idea and a mere sketch; an aspiration to bring ultimate luxury 
to the SUV market. Now it’s here." 

Does this have something to do with booming SUV sales and greater 
acceptance of high-sided and high-priced vehicles? 

High-sided vehicles are out and SUVs are in, we figure. 

 

Jay Ramey is an Associate Editor with Autoweek, 

 

 

http://autoweek.com/article/frankfurt-motor-show/queen-elizabeth-beat-you-bentley-bentayga-waiting-list-first-year-sold


 

► A FAST RIDE IN THE BENTLEY BENTAYGA THAT WILL TAKE ON PIKES PEAK
 

 
 

 

 
  

Driver Rhys Millen boldly predicted his Bentley Bentayga SUV would beat the 
production SUV record at Pikes Peak this year by a staggering one full 
minute. 

And he could actually do it. 

The record was set by a Range Rover Sport in 2014 at 12 minutes, 35 
seconds. Now, the Range Rover Sport in 2014 was a fine and sporty SUV. 
The most powerful trim level offered a supercharged V8 engine that made 
510 hp and 461 lb-ft of torque. This for a vehicle that weighed over 5,000 
pounds. Those good at math will see that works out to something like 10 
pounds per hp, which is definitely in the sporty category. 

Millen’s Bentayga, meanwhile, is powered by a 600-hp, 664-lb-ft W12 and 
weighs 5,379 pounds, about the same as the Range Rover Sport. Thus, 
power-to-weight ratio (or weight-to-power, which is the accurate phrase but 
doesn’t sound as cool) is in the eights. Of course, it’s not supercharged, so it 
may have to give up something as the air gets thinner on the way to Pikes 

Peak’s 14,115-foot summit. 

http://autoweek.com/article/racing/millen-pilot-600-hp-bentley-bentayga-pikes-peak
http://autoweek.com/article/car-reviews/2017-Bentley-bentayga-first-drive
http://autoweek.com/article/racing/volkswagens-pikes-peak-racer-680-hp-ev
http://autoweek.com/article/car-reviews/2014-range-rover-sport-drive-review


But yeah, I think he could make it happen.  

  

 
 

 

 

I got a sense of it when Bentley invited me to come to Willow Springs 
Raceway and see for myself. Not drive it myself -- Bentley isn’t run by idiots -- 
but to ride with Millen as he, Bentley and tire-sponsor Pirelli shook down the 
race-Bentayga at Willow Springs’ one-mile road course, Horse Thief Mile. 
This track is slathered on a hillside with every section running either straight 
uphill or straight downhill. In between are horseshoe turns. It’s not the 
greatest road course on Earth; that distinction could go to Willow’s Big Willow 
or the smaller, tighter Streets of Willow. Horse Thief is used mostly for 
shooting tire commercials. And, apparently, for shaking down Pikes Peak 
SUVs. 

“Horse Thief Mile is a very tight, intense circuit with some elevation change 
on the corners and some short-burst straights and some tight hairpins as 

well, so it really replicates what you’ll see at Pikes Peak,” said Millen. 

The Bentayga, like the Range Rover Sport before it, is very close to stock. 
Apart from racing seats in front, no seats in back and a roll cage, almost 
everything else was left stock. That even includes the stability control, which 

was left intact and which is switched on during the runs. 

“We’re still running the stability control because we tried without it -- and you 
can switch it off as you can in the road car -- but we found that, because this 
car has open differentials, it was allowing that inner wheel to spin a lot more, 



a lot quicker, with it on,” said Bentley motorsport engineer David Argent. 
 “When we apply the stability control, it counters inside wheelspin by applying 
the brake to the inner wheels to push the torque to the outside wheel. That 

was actually beneficial.” 

 
 

 

The Bentayga also has the stock electric antiroll bars front and rear, which 
flatten out corners remarkably well for such a heavy car. 

“You’ve got your standard antiroll bar with a motor in the middle,” said Argent. 
“What it effectively does is, if you turn right traditionally you would roll to the 
left, so it applies torque to the left side. Just to prop it up again. So you have 
a flat corner.”  

So, in I climbed, on the right-hand side, into what felt a little like a gun turret. 
All strapped in, off we went, slowly at first for a lap then Millen stood on it. 
Indeed. 

The Bentayga is remarkably flat in corners. That active antiroll bar really 
works, even at maximum cornering. And the torque from the meaty and 
powerful W12 felt unmatched. Anywhere you stomp on the throttle, the 
engine had reserve available and twisted it out on the spot. 

On Horse Thief’s intimidating downhill turns, the great and powerful 17.25-
inch front discs with their 10-piston callipers simply grabbed hold and brought 
the Bentayga down to whatever speed Millen wanted. It was a heckuva 
impressive show, especially for something approaching 3 tons. Can he knock 
a minute off the Range Rover’s time? Pikes Peak is scheduled for June 24.  

Look for a new record in the stock SUV class. 

 

 
Read more: http://autoweek.com/article/car-reviews/fast-ride-bentley-bentayga-will-

take-pikes-peak#ixzz5F8aeXIQS 

 

http://autoweek.com/article/car-reviews/fast-ride-bentley-bentayga-will-take-pikes-peak#ixzz5F8aeXIQS
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► A FEW MINUTES OF NOSTALGIA.  (9 MINUTE VIDEO) 

 Your Dad probably had one of these. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nuwTWujeMM0 

 

► SILVER DAWN BUMPER AVAILABLE 

 

Via our web site 

 

Name Michael Terrell 

Email Michaelterrellelectrical@gmail.com 

Subject Bumper bar  

Message Hello Would you know of anybody that would be interested in A 1950's silver dawn bumper. In great condition. Belonged to my father's 
Dawn and was a spare never used. Kind regards Michael TERRELL. 0428 044 605  

 
If this is of interest, please contact Michael direct. 

Any transaction that might occur is between Michael Terrell and the purchaser and does not involve the RROCA-NSW 
 

► SOME OF THE BEST R-R ENGINES EVER MADE 
 

https://youtu.be/0wWN4aUbxJ8 
 

This Bulletin and the Rolls-Royce Owners' Club of Australia (NSW) only acts as a venue for sellers to list cars and parts and buyers to purchase cars and parts. We are not involved in any transaction between buyers and sellers. We have no control over the quality, or 

safety of the items advertised, the accuracy of the ads, the ability of owners to sell items or the ability of buyers to buy items. The advertisement details in this Bulletin are based on information supplied by the advertiser and are presented in good faith. While every 

effort is made to be accurate, we give no undertaking the details are correct. In accordance with Motor Car Trader regulation 1998 – regulation 22(4), all advertisements must comply with requirements for private sale of used cars. Advertisers must include: Cash 

price of motor car. If the car is registered, the registration number, or if the car is unregistered, the engine number of the vehicle”. The Rolls-Royce Owners’ Club of Australia (MSW) regrets advertisements not following these requirements may not be published  

 
That’s it for this month. Next edition will be JULY 2018 
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WHICH LETTER IS SILENT IN THE WORD "SCENT," IS IT THE S OR THE C? 
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